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AAU launches review of policies as volleyball coach Rick Butler steps aside

Questions about volleyball coach's
past prompt his removal amid review
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The AAU, the largest youthsports group in the nation, has announced a



sweeping review of its childprotection policies amid scrutiny about whether it
has ignored reforms put in place in the four years since sexualabuse allegations



were made against its former president.



The review came after Outside the Lines sought to question Amateur Athletic

@

successful volleyball coach. Butler had been banned for life from coaching girls

Union leadership about the group's affiliation with Rick Butler, a prominent and
by a different national organization in 1995 after an ethics panel found he had

°

had sexual relationships with three underage players several years prior.

£

The AAU's announcement, which was placed in the middle of an emailed
newsletter to its 670,000 members and was signed by its president, Roger
Goudy, also announced that Butler would "step aside from his volunteer
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Prominent volleyball coach Rick Butler, who was removed from his role in the AAU amid the organization's
review of childprotection policies. ESPN

administrative activities at AAU." The reason, it said, was to allow for "an
independent review of our practices and procedures throughout the
organization, especially those that relate to our youth."
Goudy's email on Thursday did not address what prompted the review, who
would complete it or why Butler, who has been affiliated with the AAU since
1981, was stepping aside. It came hours after Outside the Lines had requested to
interview Goudy about Butler, whose name was later removed from a list of
district sports directors on the AAU's website.
Butler is considered by many to be the most powerful coach in the sport of youth
volleyball. His Chicagobased club, Sports Performance, routinely turns out
collegescholarshiplevel players and has a waiting list for its elitelevel camps.
In June, Butler coached his 18andunder girls' team to a third straight national
title at the AAU's open championships, a tournament played at the ESPN Wide
World of Sports complex in Orlando, Florida.
But the 60yearold has not entirely been able to distance himself from the
allegations of three women who accused him of seducing them while he was a
coach in his mid20s; two said they were 16 at the time of the relationships and
one 17. Various media reports over the past two decades have detailed the
allegations, and even a simple Google query of Butler's name and "volleyball"
produces the allegations associated with him.
Although the Illinois Department of Children and Family Services investigated
and found "credible evidence" the allegations in 1995 were true, Butler never
faced criminal charges. In its August 1995 decision banning Butler from
coaching girls for life, a USA Volleyball ethics panel rejected Butler's denials and
ruled that his conduct constituted "immorality, lack of judgment and
unacceptable behavior." Butler sued, but an Illinois appellate court upheld the
original decision in 1996.
He insisted in the hearing that all three women were 18 and the sex had been
consensual: "The accusers have literally conspired to ruin my life and business,"
he said then. Butler declined comment to Outside the Lines.
In an interview with Outside the Lines, one of the women, Sarah Powers
Barnhard, publicly described for the first time what happened to her: "I felt I
was special to Rick. I thought I was rare," said the 50yearold, who runs her
own club in Jacksonville, Florida. "I don't think we ever talked about it being
wrong. But it was very clear it was, because my dad didn't know. My mom didn't
know. ... It was a full sexual relationship with him."
Butler, whose volleyball practices are legendary for their intensity, never stopped
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fighting to remain affiliated with volleyball. USA Volleyball allowed him to
reapply for admittance after five years, and he did so in 2000, earning a
conditional membership that let him work as an administrator but not a coach.
In 2006, Butler helped form a league called the Junior Volleyball Association. As
a rival to the U.S. Olympicaffiliated USA Volleyball, the JVA was an instant hit.
Its low entry fees and easy access were popular with local clubs, and in a few
short years, it had tens of thousands of members.
The JVA's influence grew even more when it struck a partnership in 2010 that
made the AAU's championship the JVA's official endofyear event. The moves
swelled the AAU's membership with new players who made volleyball the
organization's secondbiggest sport  behind boys' basketball.
The marriage with the AAU, however, was taking place just as that organization's
leader began facing his own sexualabuse allegations.
In 2011, Outside the Lines reported that two men said thenAAU president
Bobby Dodd had molested them while they were teens under his care as a
basketball coach in Memphis. Although Dodd never faced criminal charges, he
was placed on leave. And the disclosures in the Outside the Lines story spurred
the creation of two task forces that were charged with improving ways to police
the AAU's 100,000 coaches and volunteers.
One recommendation in the 2012 task force report states, "A determination of
ineligibility to have access to youth by another" group that serves youths "is
sufficient grounds to render the person ineligible to participate in the AAU."
Lauren Book, a Floridabased childprotection advocate who helped to write that
rule, believes it should have been used to remove Butler from any AAU
affiliation. "We put our name on a document that said, 'Things are going to
change here,'" she told Outside the Lines in an interview last month. "We didn't
give the AAU a getoutofjailfree card."
Ron Book, Lauren's father and a Florida attorney, said that the two tried to
engage Goudy, the AAU's president.
"We have been met with stonewalling," he said. "It's inconceivable, irresponsible
and reprehensible. There is absolutely no reason why the AAU should have this
man in contact with children."

Sarah PowersBarnhard said her relationship with Butler, her former volleyball coach, as a teenager has
affected her "whole life." ESPN

In 2012, Butler received the AAU's Emil Breitkreutz Leadership Award, which,
according to a news release, is a "prestigious honor ... awarded to the individual
who shows outstanding leadership and dedication to AAU Volleyball."
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Henry Forrest, president of the AAU until last year, said that he first learned
about Butler's 1995 ethics case last summer, when a rival coach complained
about Butler's rising role in the AAU.
Forrest said he tried to invite one of Butler's accusers to testify before the AAU's
National Board of Review, which regulates membership, but was rejected. "I got
an opinion from the chairman that it was outside the scope of my authority," he
told Outside the Lines. "I was floored."
He lost the AAU's presidency to Goudy in an election last fall.
Forrest has even called on the U.S. Olympic Committee to become involved. In a
June 15 letter, he asked it to investigate both the AAU and its own USA
Volleyball, which recertified Butler again as recently as October 2014. He said he
has not yet received a response.
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included in the swap had a medical issue. Sources told ESPN the teams still were
working to make the trade happen despite Saturday's hiccup, leading to its
finalization later Sunday.
Cueto made his major league debut with Cincinnati in 2008 and is 9263 with a
3.21 ERA in eight seasons.
"It's a very emotional time for me,'' Cueto said. "But I understand it's part of the
game and I'm just excited about my next step.''
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